Introduction 19
Efforts to reduce environmental burdens by fostering energy or resource efficiency have often fallen 20 short of expectations. One important reason for this is known as the 'rebound effect', which occurs 21 through behavioural and economic demand responses to efficiency changes from technical 22 improvements that are ignored by engineering-based models that apply ceteris paribus conditions 23 (Binswanger, 2001 ; Brookes, 1990; Greening et al., 2000; Khazzoom, 1980; Saunders, 2005) . The 24 rebound effect is generally defined as the difference between the expected and the actual 25 environmental savings from efficiency improvements once a number of economic mechanisms have 26 been considered, that is, the savings that are 'taken back'. An illustrative example is that of 27 improvements in car fuel efficiency, which make driving cheaper and so the liberated income will be 28 spent to drive further distances as well as consuming other products, which in turn will increase 29 energy and fuel consumption. 30
The rebound effect concept can be traced back to the seminal works of William Stanley Jevons, 31 particularly his much-cited book "The Coal Question" (Jevons, 1865) , from which the so-called 32 "Jevons Paradox" was derived later on (Alcott, 2005; Giampietro and Mayumi, 1998; Wirl, 1997) . 33
Jevon's ideas were later embraced by energy economists during the 1980s and 1990s in the context 34 first of a looming energy crisis (1973 oil crisis and 1979 energy crisis) and then concerns over climate 35 change, where the rebound effect was provided with a robust theoretical and analytical framework 36 (Binswanger, 2001 ; Brookes, 1990; Greening et al., 2000; Khazzoom, 1980; Lovins, 1988; Saunders, 37 1992) . Since then, the rebound effect has gained popularity both in the academic and policy arenas 38 (Maxwell et al., 2011) , and more than 30 years of academic research and debate have resulted in a 39 general agreement on its existence as well as a panoply of views about its magnitude and causes 40 (Jenkins et al., 2011; Sorrell, 2007) . 41
The multiple possibilities for analysis that the rebound effect offers also lured other disciplines to 42 adopt it, and each enriched the concept with their own insights. A number of authors have identified 43
Throughout the rest of the paper, we make a distinction between the 'classic rebound effect' as it is 164 defined and used within energy economics, and the 'environmental rebound effect', a broader 165 concept that we introduce in the subsequent section. 166 167
The environmental rebound effect 168
The study of trade-offs between environmental dimensions as well as the identification of co-169 benefits and secondary effects arising from technical or policy measures are bread-and-butter issues 170 for industrial ecology and related disciplines (Hertwich, 2005) . In this context, the interest by these 171 disciplines in effects related to behavioural and economic responses grew more or less 172 spontaneously. As a result, the rebound effect concept was eagerly adopted, albeit through a variety 173 of understandings. Some authors speak of the "environmental rebound effect" (ERE), though there is 174 not a widespread agreement on its definition and boundaries. The ERE was originally used by 175 Goedkoop et al. (1999:18) to refer to "the effect that the world's environmental load increases as an 176 indirect result of a function fulfilment optimisation in both ecological and economic way". Takahashi 177 et al. (2004) also used the term to describe the additional environmental burdens from a broad set of 178 causal relationships at the microeconomic level, including time and space effects. Spielmann et al. 179 (2008) defined the ERE as the changes in the environmental performance of a system due to the 180 demand corrections with respect to the plain substitution effect when a time saving innovation is 181 introduced. Murray (2013:242) defined the ERE as the "the amount of energy, resources or 182 externality, generated by offsetting consumption, as a percentage of potential reductions where not 183 offsetting consumption occurs". While all these definitions vary greatly in terms of the scope, drivers 184 and dimension of the rebound effect, they all converge in conceiving the rebound effect as 185 something that relates not only to energy use alone, but to a wide range of environmental 186
consequences. In addition, the ERE perspective is highly influenced by the life cycle thinking (Font 187
Vivanco and van der Voet, 2014), that is, the consideration of the environmental impacts along the 188 entire life cycle of products. Their contribution can thus be interpreted in terms of a broadening of 189 the original rebound effect idea for the purpose of more encompassing environmental assessments 190 rather than a consistent conceptual framework. classification is similar to that of Walnum et al. (2014) , but differs in the fact that the urban planning 215 and evolutionary economics perspectives have been included within the umbrella of ecological 216 economics. The underlying rationale in the case of evolutionary economics is the fact that 217 contributions dealing with rebound issues using evolutionary principles have developed mostly 218 within ecological economics rather than within evolutionary economics as a discipline from 219 mainstream economics. Regarding urban planning, its distinctive trait can be narrowed to the use of 220 time costs as a rebound driver in the context of urban planning and transport studies, and such 221 approach was initially developed within ecological economics as well. In any case, it must be noted 222 that, while a certain degree of arbitrariness is intrinsic to any classification exercise and overlaps may 223 take place, the concept of perspectives is helpful to identify different understandings of the basic 224 rebound effect principle. Following, each perspective is briefly explained and the linkages between 225 each and the ERE are described. It merits noting that, rather than a comprehensive literature review, 226 this section introduces the essential literature underlying each perspective. For a complete review, 227 we refer to the work of Walnum et al. (2014) . 228 229
Energy economics 230
The ERE, as all the other rebound perspectives, has been greatly influenced by the neoclassical 231 energy economics perspective, which established the theoretical foundations behind the classic 232 rebound effect (see section 2.1) as well as an important body of empirical literature. Concretely, the 233 ERE shares the underlying assumptions from energy economics, that is, that efficiency changes in 234 products from technical improvements (e.g. energy efficiency of providing an energy service) can 235 lead to changes in overall demand via behavioural and systemic responses to changes in 236 consumption and production factors. 
Ecological economics 257
Conventional economic theories argue that energy inputs play a secondary role in economic growth, 258 largely because they constitute a small share of total costs (Jones, 1975; Sala-i-Martin, 2002 ). This 259 perspective has been challenged by scholars from ecological economics, which argue that the 260 productivity of energy inputs is larger than that suggested by its share of total costs, and that the 261 increased availability of high quality energy has been an important driver behind economic growth in 262 the past ( (Sorrell, 2007) . 266
Another line of research within ecological economics deals with the study of rebound effects from an 267 evolutionary perspective (Ruzzenenti and Basosi, 2008) . This would be grounded in the idea that 268 social and ecological systems are "metabolic systems which are organised in nested hierarchical 269 levels and have the ability to evolve simultaneously across different scales to learn" (Giampietro and 270 Mayumi, 2008:91) . Such interpretation, according to Giampietro and Mayumi (2008) , poses two 271 major challenges to the conventional classic rebound effect: (1) the definition and measurement of 272 energy efficiency becomes more complex, and (2) the difficulty of distinguishing whether changes in 273 energy efficiency arise from changes in technology coefficients or from the profiles of tasks to be 274 performed. 275 An additional issue that has been studied to some extent within ecological economics relates to the 276 study of time use as a consumption factor, the change of which can lead to the so-called time 277 rebound effects (Jalas, 2002) . This approach has been used by different disciplines to study time-278 efficient technological changes, especially in the transport sector, for instance regarding increased 279 road capacity and traffic management systems (Hymel et al., 2010; Small and Van Dender, 2007) . 280
The multiple insights from the ecological economics perspective have drawn the attention of scholars 281 from sustainability sciences, especially from industrial ecology (Hertwich, 2005) perspective is based on two main ideas; First, that consumption is not fully explained by income 303 levels and prices, but it also has a social and cultural dimension (Hofstetter and Madjar, 2003; 304 Jackson, 2005) . Thus, consumption would imply costs that are culturally and socially defined, 305
including environmental values and attitudes. Second, consumers and firms do not have full 306 information about the costs of products and do not always opt for optimal solutions to price changes 307 as neoclassical economic theory assumes. Thus, the neoclassical models of consumer behaviour that 308 predominate microeconomic analysis of energy rebound (Berkhout et al., 2000) would not be able to 309 fully explain consumer choices leading to rebound (Woersdorfer, 2010) . 310
The ideas underlying the socio-psychological rebound perspective were received with enthusiasm 311 within sustainability sciences, since they allowed to explain effects beyond pure price and income 312 mechanisms and with a higher behavioural realism that were of interest for the study of sustainable 313 consumption and lifestyles. This section addresses the second set of research questions stated in the introductory section, and 352 aims to describe the conflicting and the converging points between the ERE and other rebound effect 353 perspectives-particularly the classic rebound effect-and to identify whether an all-inclusive 354 framework can be developed. Moreover, the role and value of the ERE perspective in this 355 harmonisation process is also discussed. The reasons to build a general framework, which in turn will 356 frame our discussion, are: (1) convergence: a common language could favour learning and co-357 evolution between disciplines; (2) value: a broad applicability of the rebound effect framework in the 358 context of the study of environmental and broader sustainability issues could favour the 359 identification and study of relevant effects and (3) communication: a straightforward communication 360
to broader audiences may increase the visibility and relevance of the rebound effect issue. 361
In order to discuss the differences and synergies between the various perspectives of rebound, the 362 definition of rebound effects is decomposed into a sequence of four steps: (1) the efficiency change 363 (rebound trigger), (2) the changes in consumption and production factors caused by the efficiency 364 change (rebound drivers), (3) the economic mechanisms that translate the changes in rebound 365 drivers into changes in demand (rebound mechanisms) and (4) the economic and environmental 366 indicators through which the changes in demand are expressed (rebound indicators) (see section 4.7 367 for further details). Two additional aspects outside the definition will also be discussed: the sign of 368 the rebound effect and the original analytical methods applied. The characteristics from these six 369 aspects that are agreed upon all perspectives are summarised in Table 1 , whereas those that are not 370 will be discussed ahead in this section. 371
The first six subsections (4.1-4.6) of this section are dedicated to the discussion of the differences 372 and synergies for each aspect, including rules to ensure that all perspectives are fully integrable. 373 Subsection 4.7 concludes by bringing together the main insights drawn and discusses the possibilities 374 for a general, all-inclusive framework. 375 376
Efficiency changes -Rebound triggers

Improvements in the ratio between technical inputs and outputs (economic services) -'process efficiency'
Changes in consumption and production factors -
Rebound drivers
Prices, income and factors of production
Rebound mechanisms
Direct (income/output + substitution), indirect (respending/re-investment) and macroeconomic (market price + composition + growth)
Rebound indicators
Economic indicators (e.g. income and GDP) and energy use Sign of the rebound effect Positive Table 1 . Main characteristics that are agreed upon among all rebound effect perspectives. 377 378
Efficiency changes -Rebound triggers 379
Within the classic rebound effect, but also in other perspectives such as ecological economics, the 380 efficiency changes have generally focused on a rather 'engineering' definition of efficiency, 381 understood as the ratio between technical inputs (e.g. use of energy or other resources) and outputs 382 (economic service) for a given economic service. However, alternative definitions of efficiency from 383 technical change have been proposed in the context of rebound assessment. Two main differing 384 points can be observed: the definition of efficiency itself and the object of the efficiency change. 385
Regarding the former, some scholars applying the ERE perspective argue that changes in the 386 technological characteristics of a product can also lead to a rebound effect. For instance, Dace et al. 387 (2014) identified a price rebound effect caused by the increased use of (cheaper) recycled materials 388 in the market due to the implementation of eco-design instruments. In this case, the technical 389 change relates to the inputs (materials used for manufacture) rather than to the ratio between 390 inputs and outputs. Other authors develop broad definitions in order to include technical changes 391 other than strict technical efficiency, and speak of 'product modification' (Girod et al., 2011) and 392 'improvement options' (Weidema et al., 2008) . Thus, a general understanding within the ERE 393 perspective is that efficiency changes from technical improvements relate to both changes in the 394 technical inputs and outputs -'input/output efficiency'-as well as changes in the ratio between fixed 395 technical inputs and outputs -'process efficiency' (Schaefer and Wickert, 2015) . Moreover, within 396 the ERE perspective, it is also understood than rather than resources alone, the emissions and waste 397 generated to provide a given function can also be approached in terms of efficiency -'environmental 398 are not entirely comparable with their relevant equivalents, since they provide a function as well as 405 fulfil a set of moral values, for example a means to achieve social status or distinguish between social 406 strata (Jalas, 2002) . On the other hand, it could also be argued that all products can be compared on 407 the basis that they all can potentially provide the same amount of subjective "ultimate utility", such 408 as a happiness or quality of life (Hofstetter and Madjar, 2003) . In between, a wide range of possible 409 comparisons involve trade-offs related to multifunctionality (Giampietro and Mayumi, 2008) , 410 socially-framed technical characteristics (e.g. comfort from transport systems) and other causal 411 mechanisms (e.g. self-selection effects). A compromise must thus be met to permit a certain 412 analytical space while keeping a minimum consistency with the underlying ideas behind the rebound 413 effect idea. The ERE perspective, deeply rooted within the life cycle thinking, may provide a solution 414 to this conundrum by acquiring the functional comparability from LCA. However, the inclusion of these options within the rebound effect framework is more problematic 424 because of two main reasons. First, it can be argued that a simple reduction or a shift in consumption 425
does not directly involve a technical change, but a mere change in the total output demanded by 426 consumers. Second, they present an incommensurability issue: the comparability between before 427 and after the decision falters because they provide essentially different functions. Therefore, the link 428 between the studied efficiency change and the change in demand is compromised. In this regard, we 429 propose a rule according to which conservation decisions and consumption shifts should be aligned 430 with a category of causal effects other than rebound effects. While it is true that the same economic 431 mechanisms as those included within the rebound effect framework are in place, the analytical 432 context is certainly distinct. 433 434
Changes in consumption and production factors -Rebound Drivers 435
There is not a full consensus between rebound perspectives regarding the drivers than can initiate 436 the rebound mechanisms. Economic drivers related to prices, income and production factors have 437 dominated the research on rebound effects, mainly due to the existing knowledge base from energy 438 economics and the existing data (e.g. price elasticities and expenditure surveys). However, 439 theoretical and empirical analyses from other fields point out to the existence of additional rebound 440 drivers. Concretely, a total of eight additional rebound drivers have been identified within 441 sustainability sciences: information, resources, space, time, skills, socio-psychological costs, 442 technology availability and technical definitions (see section 3.3). It merits noting that, while these 443 have been theoretically identified, there is weak empirical evidence supporting their autonomous 444 causal effect and definitions remain unclear. In any case, as de Haan (2008:14) observes, "the 445 definition of the rebound effect for itself does not state that a price signal should be present, it 446 merely builds upon changes in energy demand due to changes in energy efficiency". In this sense, we 447 propose a rule to broaden the definition of the rebound effect so that it encompasses all those 448 factors involved in consumption and production decisions would solve this discrepancy between 449 perspectives. 450 451
Rebound mechanisms 452
The decomposition of the rebound effect into single and autonomous effects or mechanisms is more 453 or less accepted, yet some effects are still disputed. Here we focus on two disputed effects: the 454 embodied and the transformational effects (see sections 2.1 and 3.4, respectively, for a description). 455 
Rebound indicators 472
Traditionally, the rebound effect has been discussed in terms of the efficiency with which energy has 473 been used to deliver some service, which subsequently leads to environmental damages. such changes do not aim directly at reducing impacts, but rather at reducing driving forces (e.g. 483 energy use) and pressures (e.g. CO2 emissions). Thus, we suggest to limit the ERE to pressure 484 indicators, rather than driving forces or impacts. In any case, it seems helpful to note that it is such 485 driving forces that "rebound", since they drive the core rebound mechanisms; the resulting pressures 486 can be understood as the consequences of rebound effects, and it is these consequences that are the 487 focus of the ERE. has been the focus of the classic rebound effect, the same economic mechanisms can be applied to 494 other resources. In a similar manner, other scholars argue that these mechanisms would also apply 495 to waste and emissions, that is, to environmental pressures in general (Maxwell et al., 2011; Murray, 496 2013) . 497
The choice of indicators is not as trivial as it may seem, and has implications beyond expressing the 498 rebound effect as a multidimensional value. It may also condition the efficiency changes that are 499 eligible for study. For instance, under the classic rebound effect, only those changes aimed at 500 improving energy efficiency are generally studied. Under the ERE perspective, the rebound effects 501 from technological innovations aimed at reducing pressures such as GHG emissions or waste via 502 efficiency improvements, could also be studied in the context of rebound assessment. This feature 503 also exploits the potential of the ERE perspective for sustainability assessments, for instance 504 regarding innovations that target reductions in multiple environmental pressures. 505 506
Sign of the rebound effect 507
Conventional wisdom suggests that the sign of rebound effects should always be positive for normal 508 goods and services, i.e. that the rebound effect confounds expected environmental savings. 509
However, the progressive inclusion of capital costs in rebound studies (Mizobuchi, 2008; Nässén and 510 Holmberg, 2009) and macroeconomic effects related to negative income, competitiveness and 511 disinvestment (Turner, 2009 ) has brought up capricious results in the form of 'negative rebound 512 effects'. For instance, when the increase in the capital costs of an improved product offsets the 513 decrease in operation costs, total costs rise and rebound effects become negative. This can be 514 observed, for instance, in the case of electric cars due to the current relatively higher purchasing 515 costs (Font . 516
The concept of a negative rebound effect, though it follows the exact same mechanisms, is certainly 517 counterintuitive, and for this reason some authors have come up with alternative labels such as 518 "conservation" and "super-conservation" effects (Saunders, 2005) or "amplifying" and "leverage" 519 effects (Spielmann et al., 2008) . To summarize, there is no reason to exclude to possibility of negative 520 rebound effects in an all-inclusive framework, though the communication of results to broader 521 audiences may be challenging. Indeed, the rebound effect concept has traditionally been interpreted 522 as the effect of 'rebounding back' from expected savings, yet the same mechanisms can, in some 523 cases, cause a 'rebound forward'. Thus, we advocate the use of alternative labels such as those 524 mentioned above when communicating rebound results to broader audiences. 525 526
Analytical methods 527
Each rebound perspective has endowed itself with a set of analytical tools that are appropriate to 528 deal with particular research questions. As a result, a panoply of tools are available for rebound 529 analysis, such as econometric tools, ABM, quasi-experimental studies, etc. In the context of a 530 common framework, multidisciplinary approaches would emerge more readily, since different 531 perspectives and their corresponding 'modelling traditions' would be brought together. The ERE 532 perspective provides an adequate example of this, since the research of complex sustainability issues 533 becomes futile without a multidisciplinary approach. As a result, multiple combinations of tools from 534 different perspectives can be often observed. Thus, to the combination of traditional economic tools 535 (e.g. household demand models) with environmental assessment tools (e.g. 
Delineating a general framework 540
Bringing together perspectives from different disciplines is always a challenging task, yet an 541 important one. Our attempt to tackle such challenge is expressed following. We argue that the 542 underlying idea behind all the rebound effect perspectives relates to the study of a number of 543 specific economic mechanisms that link efficiency changes due to technical improvements with 544 demand in the context of the achievement of environmental goals. Such mechanisms would thus be 545 at the core of the rebound effect concept and must be always explicitly identified. The rebound 546 effect can be then broadly defined as a sequence of four steps: efficiency change, change in 547 consumption/production factors, economic mechanisms and indicators (see Figure 1) . Following this 548 sequence, to a given efficiency change in a product or process will follow a change in consumption 549 and/or production factors. This will initiate one or more rebound mechanisms that relate changes in 550 such economic factors with changes in demand, and the change in demand will be then expressed in 551 pre-defined environmental indicators. The choice of indicators will in turn be determined by the 552 specific nature of the efficiency change (e.g. energy efficiency). As it has been shown by analysing the 553 various perspectives, there is not a full consensus regarding the range of options for choosing within 554 every step (e.g. whether consumers react to efficiency improvements only through price changes or 555 changes in prices as well as additional consumption factors), which points out the need for a 556 consistent framework. Moreover, it is important that such a framework is clear and transparent 557 about what is and is not included, so that rebound effects can be distinguished from other effects. It 558 merits noting that Figure 1 merely makes explicit the various theoretical possibilities for rebound 559 analysis rather than describing a readily-applicable analytical framework. The concrete applications 560 of this framework would thus depend on, for instance, data availability and specific research 561 questions. We argue that the main value of this conceptual framework lays in the fact that all 562 rebound perspectives can be integrated in a consistent way. However, as highlighted in the 563 preceding subsections, a number of boundaries and rules are needed to achieve such consistency, 564 which are summarised in Table 2 and further explained following.  565 566
Rule Explanation
Broader definitions of efficiency Efficiency is defined as the amount of resources used as well as emissions or waste generated to provide a given function rather than the ratio between resources and a given product or service alone.
Technical improvement A technical improvement must always trigger the change in efficiency, thus excluding consumption shifting and sufficiency actions.
Functional comparability
The functions provided by the system before and after the efficiency improvement must be comparable.
Broader consumption/production factors Any economic consumption/production factor that changes as a result of an efficiency improvement can lead to rebound effects.
Rebound mechanisms Embodied-type effects are not triggered by efficiency improvements and must be considered a pure technology effect rather than a rebound effect.
Pressure-based indicators Pressure-based indicators can be used to represent the rebound effect, but they are only eligible if these are affected by the efficiency improvement. Impact-based indicators are excluded since efficiency improvements do not target end-point indicators.
Table 2. Summary of the proposed rules to achieve consistency between rebound effect 567 perspectives. 568 569 With regard to the efficiency changes eligible for study, we propose to limit them to changes in the 570 efficiency due to technical improvements but with a broader definition in which efficiency is 571 understood beyond a ratio between fixed technical inputs (resources) and functional outputs in the 572 context of specific products and services. In this sense, we propose to include also changes in the 573 resources used (e.g. the use of a recycled instead of a raw material) as well as the emissions and 574 waste generated to provide a given function. We also propose to broaden the object of the efficiency 575 change to include general technologies (e.g. the change from an internal combustion to and electric 576 engine in a car). Its merits to note, however, that the feasibility of such analyses in the context of the 577 study of the rebound effect is not yet fully tested. We also propose to limit rebound studies to pure 578 technological changes, thus excluding decisions related to reduction and shifts in consumption not 579 induced by efficiency change. Lastly, we propose that an additional rule to ensure functional 580 comparability is needed to strengthen the link between efficiency changes and changes in demand. 581
Concerning the change in consumption and production factors, we propose a broad interpretation to 582 include any economic factor (understood as necessary inputs for consumption or production 583 activities) that can be related to a consumption or production function in a credible and scientifically 584 sound way. This would include the most-studied prices, income and factors of production, but also 585 time costs, socio-psychological costs and others such as space or volume, skills and information. 586
With respect to the rebound mechanisms, we propose to maintain those mechanisms with 587 widespread acceptance among rebound scholars, that is, microeconomic effects related to 588 income/output and substitution effects and price-based macroeconomic effects. The underlying 589 rationale is that, through these effects, the changes in demand due to changes in economic factors 590 can be explicitly studied. Other effects such as transformational and growth effects fit conceptually 591 within our proposed general framework, yet may prove challenging to assess from an analytical point 592 of view due to the multiple confounding factors and overlaps with other effects. In this sense, we 593 propose to include them but encourage researchers to explicitly establish the causality with the 594 initial efficiency change from a technical improvement. Moreover, we also propose to exclude 595 embodied-type effects because they are related to the technical characteristics of products and 596 supply-chain processes, and can be thus considered a pure technology effect. 597
Regarding the indicators through which the environmental consequences of rebound effects are 598 expressed, we propose to broaden these to any type of pressure-based indicators. We do not 599 recommend to include impact indicators (e.g. impact on ecosystems) because of the fact that 600 efficiency changes do not pursue end-point indicators, but rather reductions in pressures such as 601 GHG emissions or materials. We also propose to include a rule to make environmental indicators 602 eligible only if these are expected or intended to be improved by the efficiency change. 
Conclusions 607
The classic rebound effect has proven to be a valuable concept within energy economics, helping to 608 inform both analysis and policy. We have argued that an expanded rebound concept, the 609 environmental rebound effect (ERE), is a similarly powerful concept to make the environmental 610 assessment of products and policies more comprehensive and meaningful. For instance, by including 611 multiple environmental pressures as well as indirect effects along value chains. The focus of the 612 rebound effect literature has largely been empirical, and discussions have generally been geared 613 towards whether the size of the rebound effect is small or big (Ruzzenenti and Basosi, 2008) . 614
Substantially less efforts have been put into re-interpreting the conceptual basis of the rebound 615 effect to accommodate new research needs (Woersdorfer, 2010) . Even so, alternative perspectives 616 from multiple disciplines are starting to emerge, offering refreshing views on the underlying 617 assumptions and causes behind the rebound effect. The ERE perspective has not, until now, been 618 fully articulated, which has resulted in inconsistent usage and has hampered clarity on the concept. 619
This article helps to understand the foundational aspects of the ERE by analysing its relationship with 620 other rebound perspectives as well as by comprehensively mapping the novel insights it contributes. 621
We argue that the ERE perspective offers many valuable insights to the general rebound effect 622 framework, such as the multidimensionality aspect and the capacity to undertake broader and more 623 technology-detailed assessments than the classic rebound effect. In the context of increasingly 624 complex environmental challenges, the ERE provides a valuable paradigm to address these. For 625 instance, technological innovation is progressively shifting from addressing single environmental 626 issues (e.g. increases in energy efficiency to reduce oil consumption) towards dealing with multiple 627 issues simultaneously (e.g. electric mobility to mitigate global warming, urban air pollution, noise, 628 etc.) (Elzen et al., 2004) . In this case, by expanding the metrics used to determine the efficiency 629 improvements (e.g. from energy alone to GHG or waste) and the indicators, the ERE perspective 630 allows a more comprehensive study of the rebound effects arising from technical change dealing 631 with multiple environmental concerns. This context calls for a re-evaluation of the traditional 632 rebound effect theories in order to address such new challenges. 633
Perhaps most importantly, the ERE can help to bring together the existing rebound perspectives, as 634 its application shows that it is both possible and valuable to articulate broader definitions for the 635 rebound effect in a consistent way and in the context of environmental assessments. Thus, the 636 broader perspective of the ERE helps to understand the rebound effect as a set of core economic 637 mechanisms that various disciplines have applied differently to address particular research 638 questions. Through articulation of the ERE, this paper has attempted to clarify the limits of the 639 rebound concept and its application in the context of environmental assessment, and provide 640 guidelines that strike a conceptually informed and practical balance between breadth and analytic 641 specificity. 642 643
The limits of the rebound effect 644
The proposed guidelines for a general theoretical framework must be seen as a contribution towards 645 harmonisation, open to criticism and re-evaluation as well as further development. In this regard, a 646 number of points remain open for discussion. 647
First and foremost, the progressive broadening and extension of the rebound concept raises the 648 question of where one draws the line between calling something a 'rebound', and simply identifying 649 feedback effects that occur in response to changes in some product or system. Indeed, by 650 broadening the rebound effect definition, it can overlap with other cause-effect mechanisms (e.g. 651 behaviour and supply chain effects (Miller and Keoleian, 2015) ) and there is thus a risk that the 652 concept evolves towards a broader but ill-defined causal effect. This phenomenon is already starting 653 to happen within those perspectives that apply a broader definition, such as the ERE, in which the 654 rebound effect is sometimes loosely defined and treated as a mere unintended side-effect (Font 655
Vivanco and van der Voet, 2014). A comprehensive debate is thus needed regarding where this 656
'concept-creep' should end, and where it is no longer analytically useful to understand feedbacks or 657 induced effects as 'rebounds'. The risk is that the term 'rebound effect' becomes catch-all for any 658 effects induced by changes in the environmental profile of a product/service system. Our proposed 659 general framework tries to avoid such risks, first by limiting such broader applications with a number 660 of rules (see Table 2 ); and second, by articulating a clear distinction between a narrower 'classic 661 rebound effect', familiar to energy economics, and a broader ERE. It remains to be resolved whether 662 its operationalisation among disciplines will be both useful and feasible. 663
Second, some analytic applications of the framework remain unclear and would greatly depend on 664 the development of analytical tools and empirical analysis. This limited applicability holds, for 665 instance, regarding consumption and production factors that are difficult to account for (e.g. socio-666 psychological costs), indicators using complex metrics such as exergy and the appropriate study of 667 emergent properties of systems, among others. The application of this framework to specific case 668 studies will ultimately determine its feasibility and value. 669
Third, a broader definition can make communication to a general audience more challenging, for 670 instance in the case of "negative rebound effects" and multidimensional values with differing sizes 671 and signs. Appropriate terminology and classifications would thus become increasingly important, 672 such as the use of alternative labels for "negative rebound effects". 673
Fourth, the eligibility of indicators also presents a venue for debate, since analysing pressures that 674 are not targeted by the efficiency change poses an important question yet to be resolved: can a given 675 environmental pressure "rebound" if it was not intended to be improved? 676
All these open questions prompt a comprehensive debate in which the insights from all the 677 disciplines concerned with sustainability issues must be welcomed. It is not our intention to say the 678 last word in this matter; our aim is merely to show that the term rebound is understood differently; 679 
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